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Abstract
The Upper Cenozoic sedimentary succession in the Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin includes two major depositional sequences: the
Pliocene-Pleistocene Iperk Sequence and the latest Pleistocene-Holocene Shallow Bay Sequence. The Iperk and Shallow Bay
sequences have a combined thickness of up to 4000 m in the northern Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin. Iperk strata were deposited in deltaplain, shelf and deep-water settings, with Plio-Pleistocene shelf margins prograding northward by distances up to 120 km. The early
phase of Iperk sedimentation included widespread lowstand deposition of base-of-slope turbidite fans. In the western part of the basin,
deep-water mini-basins developed in the lower Iperk Sequence, adjacent to paleo-seafloor highs above Lower Tertiary fold structures.
The Shallow Bay Sequence includes fluvial and marine sediments deposited in a deeply incised paleo-valley system in the Mackenzie
Trough area of the western Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin. Potential hydrocarbon reservoirs in the Upper Cenozoic succession include
turbidite sandstones deposited in mini-basin and submarine fan settings, and a widespread, thin carbonate-hardground unit at the base
of the Iperk Sequence. Upper Cenozoic strata are thermally immature but may contain migrated hydrocarbons from Lower Tertiary or
Upper Cretaceous source rocks. Subsidence-maturation modeling indicates hydrocarbon generation occurred from Middle to Late
Cenozoic time in northern parts of the basin. One of the Beaufort Sea wells drilled during the early phases of offshore exploration,
Nektoralik K-59, provided direct evidence of hydrocarbon charging in a Pliocene reservoir. Natural gas and condensate were
recovered from the basal Iperk carbonate unit in a drill-stem test in this well. Indirect evidence of hydrocarbon migration through
Upper Cenozoic strata is observed in the Kopanoar M-13 well, where a high temperature anomaly is present in the Iperk Sequence,
above an overpressured zone and below a pingo-like feature on the sea floor. The development of pingo-like seafloor features in the
Beaufort Sea shelf has been linked to gas venting. Geophysical indications of hydrocarbons in Upper Cenozoic strata include bright
spots, flat spots and gas chimneys imaged in seismic reflection profiles. Future petroleum exploration in the unexplored deep-water
areas of the northern Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin may include plays and prospects in Upper Cenozoic strata.
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The Canadian Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin lies on the continen tal margin of the Arctic Ocean and
contains up to 15 km Upper Cretaceous to Quaternary sediments (Fig. 1). The basin fill consists of a
series of basinward-prograding depositional sequences. each one dominated by the format ion of delta
complexes and their lateral shel f and deep-water (slope and basin plain) equivalents (Fig. 2). The
youngest part of the sedimentary succession includes two major sequences: the Middle PliocenePleistocene Iperk Sequence and the late Pleistocene-Holocene Shallow Bay Sequence (Fig. 2).The
Iperk Sequence is up to 4000 m thick in the northern Beaufort-M ackenzie Basin (Fig . 3). PlioPleistocene sedimentation rates were very high, relative to Miocene and older Tertiary sequences (Fig
4).lperk strata were deposited in delta plain. shelf. and deep-water continental slope and rise settings,
with Plio-Pleistocene shelf margins prograding northward by distances of up to 100 km (Figs. 5, 6. 7,
16). The early phases of Iperk sedimentation included widespread deposition of a carbonate
hardground (K-59 limestone; McNeil et aI., 2001) and base-of-slope turbidite fans (Figs. 6. 7). The Iperk
Sequence is unconformably overlain by up to 1000 m of Quaternary glaciomarine and fluvio-deltaic
sediments in the Shallow Bay Sequence. In the southwestern Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin. lperk and
older strata are eroded beneath a late Pleistocene glacial ice stream channel (M ackenz ie Trough, Fig.
16: BlascoetaL. 1990)
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Figure 12. Geochemical oil-source rock Signatures in wells in the
Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin. Most of the recovered oils from offshore
Tertiary reservoirs. including the northernmost fields (Nektoralik.
Kopanoar, Koakoak), were derived from Upper Cretaceous marine oil
sourcerocks,withsecondaryTertiarysource-rockderivations{Lietal..
2008). Basin petroleum potential is enhanced by the widespread
occurenceofoil-proneUpperCretaceoussourcerocks
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Plio-Pleistocene strata are thermally immature in all parts of the Beaufort-Mackernzie Basin. but may ~:::~~~~~~i~~:;;:::::::~
contain migrated hydrocarbons from deeply buriedLower Tertiary or Upper Cretaceous source rocks
(Figs. 12, 13, 14) Subsidence-maturation modelling indicates hydrocarbon generation occurred from
Middle tolate Cenozoic time in northern parts of the basin. Rapid deposition of a thick Plio-Pleistocene
sedimentary wedge in the northern basin produced overpressures and enhanced hydrocarbon
generation in LowerTertiary and Upper Cretaceous strata (Figs. 13, 14)
One of the Beaufort Sea wells drilled during the early phases of offshore exploration, Nekloralik K-59,
provided direci evidence of hydrocarbon charging in a Pliocene reservOir (Fig. 10). Natural gas and
condensate were recovered from the basal Iperk carbonate unit in a drill-stem tast in this well. Indirect
evidence of hydrocarbon migration through Upper Cenozoic strata is observed in the Kopanoar M-13
well. where a high temperature anomaly is present in the Iperk Sequence, above an overpressured
zone and below a pingo-like feature (mud volcano) on the sea floor (Fig. 15). The development of
seafloor mud vo lcanoes in the Beaufort Sea shelf has been linked to gas venting (Paull et aI., 2007)
Geophysical indications of hydrocarbons in upper Cenozoic strata include bright spots and flat spots
imaged in seismic reflection prof11es (e.g.,Seismic Prof11e 5)

Figure 6. Schematic section of the Plio-Pleistocene Iper\( Sequence.
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Figure 10. Detailed log analysis of Pliocene and upper Miocene strata in
Ihe Nektoralik K-59 well, illuslrati ng lithology, porosily. permeability and
water saturations. A drill-stem test of the basallperk carbonate unit
recovered gas and condensate at signifi cant rates. The tested carbonate
unit is a 3 m-thick dolomitic limestone with porosity of 15 % and
permeabilityofl0tol00md
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structural features and trends. and locations of reg ional cross-s ection {Fig. 5)and study wells plays inctude thin carbonates in the basal Iper1l (blue unit) draped over
(Fig. 9). Isopach contours (red dashed lines) oulline depocentre of Plio-Pleistocene strata in lower Tertiary folds. and stratigraphic sandstone traps in lowstand
the northern basin (adapted from Lane and Dietrich (1995)and Dixon (1996».
submarine fans (orange unit: adapted from McNeil et al.. 2001).
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Plio-Pleistocene continental slope and rise strata in the northern Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin and
adjacent deep-water Canada Basin may have significant petroleum potential. Primary play types are
likely associated with thick turb idite sandstones in submarine fan complexes and widespread (thin)
marine carbonates. The main play risks are likely related to the timing and pathways of petroleum
migration, relative to the deposition and distribution of Plio-Pleistocene reservoir units.
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well (Figs. 3.16). Deep stra~graphy (below -SOOO m) inferred from
seismic data. Hydrocarbon source rocks in the Upper Cretaceous and
Lower Tertiary sequences are within the oil and gas generation
windows in the Middte to Late Tertiary {see hydrocarbon generation
mooels in Fig. 14)
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Figure 7. Schematic depositional models for
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Figure 9. Log analyses of the PliO-Pleistocene lperk Sequence in the Nektoralik, Kopaonor. Kenalooak and Koakoak wel ls in the northern
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Figure 14. Models of oil and gas expUlsion from Upper Cretaceous
marinestrata,basedonvaryingmaximumsource-rockburialdepths
(10 to 12 km) in the northern Beaufort·Mackenzie Basin. Oil and gas
generation occurred in the Middle to Late Tertiary, with enhanced
phases of hydrocarbon generation (for 10-11 kmsource-rockburial
depths: models 03, G2, G3) in the Plio-Pleistocene. coincident wilh
depositionofthelperkSequence
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Illustrated Seismic
Profiles 1 to 5

Figure 16. Seismic time-structure map of the base of Plio-Peistocene strata in the offshore Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin, with locations Seismic Profiles 1 to 5. The Quaternary Shallow Bay
Sequence directly overlies Miocene and older strata in the Mackenzie Trough area of the southwestern Beaufort-Mackenzie Basin (blue dashed line). Late Pliocene to Holocene shelf margins
prograded seaward by distances of up to 100 km (green arrow) from the position of the Mid Pliocene shelf margins (green dashed line).
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Seismic Profil e 4 with interpreted base of Iperk Sequence and Pliocene shelf-slope margins. Large moundshaped features in the lower lperk may be base-of-slope submarine fan complexes. with petroleum reservoir
and trap potential.

Seismic Profile 5 across the western Beaufort Sea conti nental slope and rise. with interpreted base of the Middle
Pliocene-Pleistocene tperk Sequence and late Pleistocene-Holocene Shallow Bay Sequence. Seismic amplitude
anomalies (bright spots) and flat spots imaged in the towermost tperk and underlying Miocene sections (above Tertiary
foldstruclures)maybedirecthydrocarbonindicators
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mud volcano above the Kopanoar structure (top left
image courtesy ofS. Blasco) and a pressure-depth profile derived from
mud weight data for the Kopanoar M-13 well (top right panel). High pore
pressures were encounlered in Tertiary strata in the M-13 well, with a
pressure-gradient increase below the base-Iperk unconformity
Temperature anomaly profile of 7 wells in the northern BeaufortMackenzie Basin (bottom panel) shows rela l ionship between
temperature anomalies and petroleum discoveries {Kopanoar M-13,
Koakoak 0-22 and Nerlerk M-981· Local high-temperature anomalies
indicate upward migrationofhotfluids fromdeeptoshallowstratigr aphic
sections. The combined observations of temperature anomalies. high
pressures, and active sea-floor venting indicate migration offlui dsand
gas through Upper Cenozoic strata, with the potential for hydrocarbon
charging of Plio-Pleistocene reservoirs and traps.

